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This abundantly illustrated volume arises out of the painstaking work of the Georgia Quilt
Project, the most authoritative survey of quilts and quiltmakers ever undertaken in the state.
Georgia Quilts showcases the diversity of quilting materials, methods, and patterns used in the
state from the nineteenth century to the present and reveals how quilts serve as conduits of
history and culture. From plain bed coverings of fabric scraps to exquisitely wrought pieces
made for the "best bed," each of the 120 examples featured in the book tells its own story of
abundance or want, peace or war, tradition or novelty.Instead of the usual chronological
approach taken by many quilt histories, Georgia Quilts looks at a number of themes through
which the common story of the state, its people, and its quilting legacy can be told. Chapters
follow various threads of the craft, including Civil War-era quilts, the cotton economy, quilting
groups, feed sack quilts, everyday and fine-craft quilts, and special-occasion quilts, including
those made as gifts to honor athletes at the 1996 Olympic games. The volume's contributors
have a deep knowledge of, and strong personal ties to, quilt history and quiltmaking in
Georgia.The Georgia Quilt Project, beginning in 1990, has documented more than 9,000 quilts.
Volunteers conducted dozens of Quilt History Days around the state, interviewing quilt owners
and examining and photographing their quilts. The 120 quilts included in this book have been
chosen from the thousands seen by the Project. Some are notable for their beauty, rarity, or
workmanship; others are simple, functional objects that have been cherished for their ties to
family history. All have their own stories to tell about family, community, and the desire to leave
something tangible behind.

Better than fiction and more compelling than any history book, Georgia Quilts is a unique
account of this state’s rich heritage. Culling through more than 9,000 quilts brought to the
Georgia Quilt Project survey, the authors formed a book that is part history and part quilt
education. Georgia Quilts is spectacular, with revealing stories and fine research.-- Merikay
Waldvogel ― author of Southern Quilts: Surviving Relics of the Civil WarQuilts are one of
America’s favorite, and most vital, grassroots art forms. In the 1990s, The Georgia Quilt Project
documented more than 9,000 historic and contemporary quilts residing in Georgia, the majority
made in this state. Following a series of excellent exhibits, this long-awaited book provides a
summary of the research findings that should prove invaluable in comparing our state’s quilting
heritage with that of other states already surveyed or awaiting similar projects. Beyond the data
on the quilts themselves, the multifaceted essays offer perspectives that place the quilts within
their proper historical, social, and human settings and create, like a pieced quilt itself, as close to
a complete picture of Georgia’s quilting story as we are likely to see.-- John A. Burrison ―
Regents Professor and Director, Folklore Curriculum, Georgia State UniversityGeorgia Quilts



admirably summarizes almost two-hundred years of creative accomplishment with needle and
thread, skill and diligence, and should inspire Georgia quilters for the next two-hundred years.--
John Michael Vlach ― Professor of American Studies and of Anthropology, George Washington
UniversityIt's nice to see what was once dismissed as 'women's work' finally getting its due. The
once-humble quilt, now widely hailed as an art form, takes center stage in Georgia Quilts. With
this lush 304-page tome, Georgia becomes the latest U.S. state to proudly claim a scholarly
study of its quilts . . . Georgia Quilts offers more than quilts. It gives us the women who made
them and 200 years of the Georgia in which they lived. It shows that so-called women's work is
as much a part of the fabric of our state's heritage as wars and politics. Amen to that.-- Southern
LivingReviewBetter than fiction and more compelling than any history book, Georgia Quilts is a
unique account of this state’s rich heritage. Culling through more than 9,000 quilts brought to the
Georgia Quilt Project survey, the authors formed a book that is part history and part quilt
education. Georgia Quilts is spectacular, with revealing stories and fine research.Quilts are one
of America’s favorite, and most vital, grassroots art forms. In the 1990s, The Georgia Quilt
Project documented more than 9,000 historic and contemporary quilts residing in Georgia, the
majority made in this state. Following a series of excellent exhibits, this long-awaited book
provides a summary of the research findings that should prove invaluable in comparing our
state’s quilting heritage with that of other states already surveyed or awaiting similar projects.
Beyond the data on the quilts themselves, the multifaceted essays offer perspectives that place
the quilts within their proper historical, social, and human settings and create, like a pieced quilt
itself, as close to a complete picture of Georgia’s quilting story as we are likely to see.Georgia
Quilts admirably summarizes almost two-hundred years of creative accomplishment with needle
and thread, skill and diligence, and should inspire Georgia quilters for the next two-hundred
years.It's nice to see what was once dismissed as 'women's work' finally getting its due. The
once-humble quilt, now widely hailed as an art form, takes center stage in Georgia Quilts. With
this lush 304-page tome, Georgia becomes the latest U.S. state to proudly claim a scholarly
study of its quilts . . . Georgia Quilts offers more than quilts. It gives us the women who made
them and 200 years of the Georgia in which they lived. It shows that so-called women's work is
as much a part of the fabric of our state's heritage as wars and politics. Amen to that.About the
AuthorDARLENE R. ROTH taught at Georgia State and Emory universities. She is the coauthor
of Atlanta Women from Myth to Modern Times and Metropolitan Frontiers: A Short History of
Atlanta.Read more
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Hidden in Plain View: A Secret Story of Quilts and the Underground Railroad



ginger hardy, “This book has special meaning for me.. This was a wonderful book for me, and for
lots of personal reasons. My mother is in one of the pictures ( on page 159). I think she had
brought a quilt that was made by ladies in our community,(Moxlwy, GA) who had each
embroidered her name on her square. It wa raffled off by the PTA at the 2 room school my
mother attended (and where my grandmother had taught). I think a lot of those ladies were
relatives of mine. My grandfather managed to buy it and give it to my grandmother. My sister
has it now. The section about the chenille bedspreads was also personal. After my great grand
father died his wife (Granny Cooley) got a job working in a chenille bedspread factory in
northwest Georgia. When I was born in 1943 she made a chenille crib bedspread for me, which
I have passed on to my grandson. I can still remember the chenille spreads hanging on lines by
the highways throughout the South.”

Morti, “Arrived in pristine condition!. Arrived in pristine condition!”

Charles L. Cheek, “Interesting and easy read of a history of quilting in Georgia. Interesting and
easy read of a history of quilting in Georgia. Lots of full page high quality photographs are
complemented by in-depth and fascinating stories of the quilters and their life circumstances.”

Martha B. Stuart, “Georgia Quilts. This large and well illustrated book documents the quilts
owned or made by Georgia residents and give a picture of what life has been like in Georgia in
the past .  I like it and thought it was a great presentation of all the information.”

Violet Louise Vaughnes, “Review of georgia Quilts. The best quilt documentation book I have
seen. Recommended for anyone interested in quilt, women's or Southern history. Love the
documentation.”

true crime reader, “fabulous photos. Fellow quilters understand; its the photos that make or
break a book about quilts, and these photos are fabulous. The text is lively and informative and
makes me wish to see another exhibit of historic quilts!”

oklahoma, “Five Stars. Recommend!!1”

Ginger, “Excellent example of the genre..... .... of U.S state quilt project books. I absolutely could
not put this down. It's extremely well-written with lots of well-chosen photos of quilts to illustrate
findings from the Georgia state quilt project, as well as old photos of Georgia and its
residents.I've read about five state quilt project books now and this is my absolute favourite so
far. The Georgia Quilt Project (GQP) staff obviously worked extremely hard and thoughtfully on
their particular state quilt recording project. The book states that they took advice from other



U.S. states on their own quilt projects and it shows. It's very obvious that an immense amount of
hard work went into documenting quilts and writing this accompanying book.I understand that
parameters are necessary, but this particular state quilt project excluded no quilts - they
recorded as many as they could - if the quilt was in Georgia - they recorded it. That obviously
created an enormous amount of work for the GQP, but what a wonderful, inclusive attitude - and
think of what treasures might have been missed if parameters had been set.Chapters include
the Civil War, Harriett Powers, utility quilts, African-American quilts/quilters, quilt groups and
more. The book is satisfyingly thick and of excellent quality presentation. If you love quilt history,
American history and state quilt projects, you will love this book. Well done GQP - I am suitably
impressed.”

The book by Ralph Steadman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 17 people have provided feedback.
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